
SIFE Learner Profile: NEW TO PRINT
Multilingual Literacy SIFE Screener – Reading: below 3rd Grade

This student has not reached the 3rd grade level in literacy.

Multilingual Literacy SIFE Screener – Math:  below 2nd Grade

This student has not reached the 2nd grade level in math.

NYSITELL: Entering

SANDAR
Age: 15

Country: Burma

Sandar is 15 years old and a refugee born in rural Burma (Pye). Her first

language is Burmese, though her mother is ethnic Karenni, so she understands

spoken Karen. When she was four, her father—a tailor with an elementary

school level education—took flight with his family to support the fight for

democracy in Burma. Sandar lived with her family and a group of political

activists in camps; they moved frequently throughout Burma to avoid the

military.

As the eldest girl, Sandar helped her mother with cooking, collecting firewood and water. In addition, she

took care of her younger siblings. When she was 10, her family moved to a refugee camp on the Thai

border. Sandar saw money for the first time when she arrived at the refugee camp. She understands the

sacrifices her family has made to achieve democracy in Burma, though she has never formally attended

school and cannot find Burma on a map.

Sandar arrived with her family in Utica four months ago. She can say “hello” and “thank you” in English.

Sandar does not read or write in Burmese, Karen or Thai, but she has quickly developed oral

conversational English. She can point to a picture that matches a simple English noun, but she is unable

to identify the sounds associated with English letters. Sandar is eager to share her ideas and experiences,

though the routines of school are new to her and it can be challenging for her to focus on school tasks.

Sandar is family-oriented and often wears the traditional clothing of Burma – some of which she has

woven herself! Sometimes during lunch, Sandar teaches a friend in class one of the traditional dances of

Burma that they will perform together at a multicultural center.
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When she arrived in high school, Sandar’s teacher noticed that she did not feel comfortable holding a

pencil. Copying words and sentences from the board is difficult for her, and she does not know how to

attempt to decode the words she encounters. She relies on memorizing familiar words or guesses words

as she reads. She struggles to form letters and does not always separate words on paper and sometimes

seems overwhelmed. Her teacher often writes what Sandar dictates, which supports Sandar in getting

her words on paper. Then Sandar copies the text to practice forming letters and spacing words. When

responding to writing prompts independently, Sandar often draws a simple picture and completes an

accompanying sentence frame using a word bank.

A new to print student may never have been to school or may have been to school but their class

experience was entirely oral. This student has little to no experience with using print or texts as a

resource or to communicate meaning. This student has seen ambient print but can’t recognize most

sight words or sound-symbol correspondence. The home language may not have a written form. (A

non-example would be a student who can read in a different writing system but is new to the roman

alphabet.) 

Home Language Literacy Skills

● Can remember a repeated sentence stem

● Can read the main idea of a picture

● Can say a word that matches a picture

● Can distinguish similar-sounding phonemes in home language (ex. p vs b)

Home Language Literacy Needs

● Not yet able to connect sounds to (most) letters 

● Not yet able to connect meaning to most written words 

Home Language/English Language Writing

IDEAS Can attempt to express ideas, using simple drawings or copies words

ORGANIZATION Not yet able to identify topic

English Language Writing

VOCABULARY Can use high frequency words to label pictures or complete a sentence frame

SENT FLUENCY Not yet able to write phrases
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SIFE Learner Profile: EARLY DECODER
Multilingual Literacy SIFE Screener – Reading: below 3rd Grade

This student has not reached the 3rd grade level in literacy.

Multilingual Literacy SIFE Screener – Math:  below 2nd Grade

This student has not reached the 2nd grade level in math.

NYSITELL: Entering

MUSA
Age: 14

Country: Democratic Republic of the Congo

Musa is 14 years old. When Musa was 5 his aunt and uncle came to stay with

his family because there was no food in their village. There was an outburst of

violence when Musa turned 7, and his family sought refuge in village after

village, but due to the violence and insecurity, they were never able to stay

long. The family finally arrived in a refugee camp in Kenya, where they stayed

for 3 years before resettling to the US. Musa speaks Swahili and several Bantu

languages.

In the refugee camp, Musa played soccer with his friends as often as he could. He is outgoing and social.

In the US, Musa joined the school soccer team and easily makes friends with adults and students from

diverse backgrounds. In class, Musa thrives on group work and is very motivated when he sees the value

in a task or class routine, though sometimes he can get distracted and has to be reminded to return to

the classroom task. He initially struggled with adapting to the rigid class schedule.

Musa could write his name when he arrived in the US. It’s easy for him to copy words off the blackboard

with accuracy, but he often does not know what he is copying. Musa is not yet able to name all of the

letters or say what sounds they represent without support. Musa can put pictures in order to form a

story and can say a topic sentence that matches the story. He is also able to retell some details from the

story using high frequency vocabulary. Musa can also recognize symbols in daily life, quickly learning to

recognize brand logos and street signs in his new home in Syracuse with support from Danielle, the

family’s volunteer sponsor assigned by the refugee resettlement agency.

Musa loves to talk and joke with his siblings and classmates, and a Swahili interpreter told the teacher he

is considered gifted for storytelling and rhyming in his own languages among his siblings. When Musa

names the languages he speaks, he says they are Kiswahili and Kimbala, the language names he is
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familiar with. After a couple of months in class, he told his teacher that “ki” means language, so most

Bantu languages start with Ki.

Decoding is the ability to apply knowledge of sound to symbol relationships to correctly pronounce

written words. This student easily copies letters with a pencil. The student recognizes that letters in the

home language correspond to sound and meaning but doesn’t always remember which sound matches

which symbol. Early decoders have a tendency to guess when reading words and view reading as

primarily a task of memorization and not meaning-making. 

Home Language Literacy Skills

● Demonstrates understanding of the principle of sound-symbol correspondence

● May be able to associate sounds or meaning with a selection of symbols from their home

language

● May be able to read common high-frequency words, or own name, by sight

Home Language Literacy Needs

● Not yet able to sound out most new words 

● Not yet able to decode with speed

● Not yet able to use home language to take notes

Home Language/English Language Writing

IDEAS Can attempt to express ideas, using simple drawing and words

ORGANIZATION Not yet able to write a beginning statement

English Language Writing

VOCABULARY Can use some high frequency vocabulary

SENT FLUENCY Not yet able to write simple sentences
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SIFE Learner Profile: BEGINNING READER
Multilingual Literacy SIFE Screener – Reading: below 3rd Grade

This student has not reached the 3rd grade level in literacy.

Multilingual Literacy SIFE Screener – Math: 2nd Grade

● numbers and operations in base ten

● one-digit multiplication and division

● identify relationship between multiplication and

division

● identify relationship between fraction and whole

● understand linear measure

● compute areas of two-dimensional regions

● identify perimeter

● differentiate linear and area measurements

● classify shapes according to sides and angles

● round to 10s and 100s

● estimate using data

NYSITELL: Entering

AICHA
Age: 16

Country: Guinea

Aicha is 16 years old and from Conakry, Guinea. She has been in Rochester for

six months. Aicha speaks Fula and some conversational French. She knows

that her parents want her to marry soon and the pressure can sometimes

distract her from school.

In Conakry, Aicha was enrolled in a private school when she was 9 but she did

not attend often. She spent her days in the market with her good friend who

sold fruit. Aicha was excellent at sales, and her friend often gave her a cut of the profits; however, Aicha’s

literacy was not at the same level as that of her peers in French private school. She likes to say the only

math she can do is count money. When you ask her how much three apples cost if each is 50 cents, she

can tell you, but she struggles to find the answer if the information is written as a word problem. Aicha

thinks quickly, drives a tough bargain and can be very persuasive.

Aicha can decode in French. She can name the letters, match sounds to letters, and knows which of the

letters are silent. She has memorized the spelling for verb conjugations and irregular forms, which were

explicitly taught in her private school. When reading a third-grade text in French, she tries to read out

loud as fast as she can, and the French-speaking teacher assistant reminds her to think about the

meaning of what she is reading instead of just trying to pronounce it. Her ability to decode in French

carries over to English, though sometimes she follows French pronunciation rules when reading English

words and doesn’t recognize that she already knows the word. Sometimes she gets frustrated when she
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can decode a word in English but doesn’t know what it means. Aicha’s teacher is working with her to use

context clues and reading strategies to understand the meanings of new words she encounters.

Aicha likes to speak in English and often works with her classmates to understand English vocabulary.

She feels proud to use academic vocabulary in class discussion, even if she may make mistakes. However,

when completing exit tickets for example, Aicha can become frustrated. Though she understands the

lesson content, she is not yet able to consistently write clear simple sentences on the exit ticket. This can

be frustrating for her. She is also stretching to the paragraph level by writing main idea statements about

familiar topics. Aisha wants to learn to be as persuasive in writing as she is when speaking.

The beginning reader is a fluent decoder. It still takes some effort for the student to decode in the home

language, but the student can read with some fluency using decoding strategies and knowledge of letter

patterns. Sometimes this student needs to be reminded to read for meaning, and not just say the words.

With guidance, the student uses background knowledge and text clues in addition to the words on the

page to make meaning of text. This student can use text strategies to tackle unfamiliar words. (A

non-example would be a student who can recite a known text, such as a religious text, but not make

meaning. Meaning-making is key to this category.)

Home Language Literacy Skills

● Has mastered the key aspects of decoding, including:

● Identifying the letter or symbol associated with a given sound

● Naming letters or symbols in home language writing system

● Stringing together combinations of sounds matching the written letters or symbols

● Can read for meaning

● Can match a simple sentence written in home language to a picture

Home Language Literacy Needs

● Not yet able to read long, and less-frequently used words in home language

● Struggles with irregular forms that deviate from typical written patterns

Home Language/English Language Writing

IDEAS Can express simple ideas but intended meaning is not fully expressed

ORGANIZATION Not yet able to write clear beginning and ending, though they may be implied
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English Language Writing

VOCABULARY Can begin to use some practiced academic vocabulary but mostly uses high frequency
words

SENT FLUENCY Can use phrases and simple sentences but errors may interfere with meaning
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SIFE Learner Profile: EARLY FLUENT READER
Multilingual Literacy SIFE Screener – Reading: below 3rd Grade

● can identify information stated explicitly in a text

● can select details relevant to a theme or idea

● can piece together details to access overall meaning

● can make logical connections between key details in a text

● can refer to features of text like title, subheading, and date for information

Multilingual Literacy SIFE Screener – Math: 3rd Grade

● numbers and operations in base-ten and fractions

● one-digit multiplication and division

● identify relationship between multiplication and

division

● identify relationship between fraction and whole

● compare unit fractions

● understand linear measure

● compute areas of two-dimensional regions

● identify perimeter

● differentiate linear and area measurements

● classify shapes according to sides and angles

● round to 10s and 100s

● estimate using data

NYSITELL: Entering

JORGE
Age: 16

Country: Honduras

Jorge is 16 years old and from a coastal village in Honduras. He speaks

Garifuna—the language of African descendants living in Honduras—and

Spanish. His father left Honduras when Jorge was 8. There was no school in his

village and after his father left, Jorge had to work in the fields to help to

support his family. When he was 9, his mother moved to a larger town to

secure more regular work and Jorge began school at that time. Although he

worked hard in his classes, he often missed school so he could work.

He arrived in New York City three months ago, where he was reunited with his father and new

stepmother. His father has been living in the U.S. for 15 years. His father is literate in Spanish and has

strong oral English skills. Jorge, however, is new to English. In Honduras, Jorge was active in his church

and community. In New York, he leaves his house only to go to school, because his neighborhood is

dangerous. Jorge misses his friends and the tight-knit community where he grew up.

Jorge reads at a 3rd-grade level in Spanish, but he struggles to understand academic texts in Spanish.

Although many students in his class speak Spanish, he is the only Garifuna speaker and he can feel left
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out of academic discussions. He actively uses Google Translate on his phone to make sense of what he

reads in English and keeps his own personal dictionary. He feels comfortable writing in Spanish to

communicate ideas, but his teacher notices that he mostly uses simple sentences and occasionally

misspells common words in Spanish. Jorge’s teacher encourages him to include academic vocabulary in

his writing by having him keep a content glossary on hand and having him underline the academic words

he uses. Jorge is also learning about how to organize academic writing by sorting English sentences into

paragraphs and practicing using transitions such as “for example” to connect ideas. Jorge is beginning to

identify as an academic writer and take satisfaction in his attempts at school writing.

Jorge is active in class conversations, often initiates discussion and helps his friends understand tasks. He

can move fluidly between Garifuna and Spanish with other students in the school, and he is quickly

learning English as his third language. Interested in history, Jorge avidly discusses social inequities in his

home country, referring to a history of revolutions in Central America to illustrate his points.

This student is able to read and understand short stories and simple informative writing in the home

language. The student can read a variety of sentence types with different lengths and complexity. The

early fluent reader can use word analysis and context clues to begin to understand the meaning of

unknown academic words. Instead of saying every word out loud, this student begins to read silently,

which speeds up the reading process and allows for greater focus. 

Home Language Literacy Skills

● Quickly decodes multi-syllable words (plus inflectional endings) following basic patterns 

● Understands the function of diphthongs, accent marks, tonal marks (where applicable in the

home language), and punctuation

● Automatically reads for meaning

● Can read sentences in the home language and choose the next logical action

Home Language Literacy Needs

● Not yet able to fully understand home language stories about unfamiliar topics

● Not yet able to read texts with technical terms that are not explicitly defined in the text

Home Language/English Language Writing

IDEAS Can express simple ideas and meaning is generally clear

ORGANIZATION Not yet developing ideas sufficiently but beginning and ending are clear
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English Language Writing

VOCABULARY Not yet consistently using academic vocab

SENT FLUENCY Can write simple sentences and meaning is generally clear
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SIFE Learner Profile: HOME LANGUAGE 4th GRADE
Multilingual Literacy SIFE Screener – Reading: Advanced 4th Grade

● reads with fluency and accuracy to support comprehension

● summarizes the main points and identifies details in a text/story

● understands figurative language and analyzes abstract meaning in a story

● is learning strategies to understand unfamiliar words via context clues or past knowledge

● uses word knowledge and word relationships to understand new vocabulary

● developing a larger range of academic vocabulary

Multilingual Literacy SIFE Screener – Math: 4th Grade

● operations with fractions and numbers up to 10,000

● multi-digit multiplication and division

● add, subtract fractions with like denominators; compare to decimal equivalents

● multiply fraction and whole number

● convert and determine units of measure

● classify shapes based on parallel lines, perpendicular sides, symmetry, & angles

● find rectangular areas and fractions of shapes

NYSITELL: Entering

DARLYN
Age: 17
Country: Guatemala

Darlyn is 17 years old and from a mountain village in Guatemala where the

spoken language is K’iche’. Her mother left for the U.S. when Darlyn was nine,

and she heard little from her mother in the next seven years. She moved in

with her aunt and her family in a nearby town. School was in Spanish and free

through age 13. She did her best to stay in school, in spite of pressures to

contribute to the household.  As she got older, she faced additional obstacles.

Some of the most dangerous gangs in Guatemala plagued her town and

threatened her older male cousins.

Darlyn and her family saved money to hire someone to bring her to the U.S. Immigration agents detained

her at the border, and a month later she was reunited with a mother she could no longer recognize.

Being together brought up emotional challenges neither could have foreseen. Reuniting with her mother

and adjusting to the school culture in the US has been challenging for Darlyn, but a school counselor has

supported her transition.
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Darlyn entered school on Long Island five months ago. She works hard to develop and use English. She is

single-minded and has actively pursued her teachers for help. When she struggled in math, she asked

her environmental science teacher to help her understand algebra. She says that she has understood

from a young age that she has to pursue what she wants in life and that she cannot wait for others to

notice that she needs help.

Darlyn writes in Spanish and uses English whenever she can. For example, she writes in a journal each

day and often texts her friends in both languages. Her Spanish compositions consist of thoughtful ideas,

though she does not show a range of academic vocabulary. She can write about familiar academic

content in English and even incorporate some academic vocabulary, but in English, she is limited to

communicating less complex thinking than in Spanish. Darlyn likes to read in Spanish and seems to be

able to understand nuances between academic Spanish words that she is unable to productively use in

writing. She reads a range of genres in Spanish, including articles on the internet, poetry and fiction.

This student reads a variety of texts and understands that different genres serve different purposes. This

student uses text as a resource to learn information and can apply knowledge gained from reading in a

wider range of contexts. The student knows some domain-specific academic vocabulary and is learning

figurative language and nuances between words. 

Home Language Literacy Skills

● Can differentiate among a variety of genres (for example fiction/ poetry/ folktales) in the home

language

● Can understand nuances between different words with similar meanings

Home Language Literacy Needs

● Not yet able to synthesize many new technical words presented in a cluster

Home Language/English Language Writing

IDEAS Can express simple ideas clearly

ORGANIZATION Can consistently organize writing, though transitions may be repetitive
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English Language Writing

VOCABULARY Not yet able to use a variety of academic vocabulary

SENT FLUENCY Not yet able to use a variety of sentence types
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SIFE Learner Profile: HOME LANGUAGE 6th GRADE
Multilingual SIFE Screener – Reading: Early 6th Grade

● summarize main points in the text/story

● recognize emotional and ethical issues and social development within a text (narrative or poem), and be

able to discuss/elicit ideas from them

● recognize how imagination, rhyme, and rhythm of poetry influence the reader

● define unfamiliar words by using familiar words

● identify synonyms, multiple-meaning words, and context clues

● recognize genres and text structures, using form to support comprehension

Multilingual Literacy SIFE Screener – Math: 6th grade

● solve ratio and rate problems using fractions, multiplication, and division

● make judgments about relative ordering and absolute value of negative and positive rational numbers

● find unifying expression or equation

● derive single-variable equations from tables

● manipulate equations to find value of variable in single-step problem

● find area by decomposing odd shapes into triangles and quadrilaterals

NYSITELL: Entering

MOHAMMED
Age: 17

Country: Yemen

Mohammed is 17 years old and grew up in Sana’a, the capital city of Yemen.

He moved to New York six months after the uprising and subsequent Yemeni

Revolution. His father has a master’s degree in economics from the University

of Aden. His father was involved in the uprising and detained for several

months by the government.

During the revolution, military and opposition forces occupied schools. After

5th grade, Mohammed attended school intermittently for almost two years during the political unrest.

Following his father’s release, the family decided to flee the country. They left through Turkey and spent

six months in Italy before they were reunited with Mohammed’s uncle in New York City. Mohammed

spent another year out of school during his journey to the U.S.

In New York, his father runs a deli with his uncle, who has been in the U.S. for 25 years. Mohammed

works behind the counter most afternoons. He has developed a relationship with his global history

teacher, and he has learned enough English to stay after school and discuss politics with her. Mohammed
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is being transferred to an Algebra 2 class, as he clearly has more facility with math than many of his

peers.

Mohammed enjoys writing to his family, and he reads and discusses articles in Arabic about Middle

Eastern politics. Mohammed writes at an Emerging level in English. He uses advanced vocabulary to

express his conceptual understanding and higher-order thinking; however, he has trouble organizing his

complex ideas in English. He benefits from writing conferences where his teacher can guide him to

connect his rich ideas more logically. Mohammed also uses a variety of sentence types, but he may write

run-on or incomplete sentences, when expressing complex ideas. His teacher encourages Mohamed to

continue to experiment with complex sentences and then revise for clarity.  Mohammed says that he did

a lot of reading and writing in school, but rarely had the assignment to analyze a text or identify an

author’s argument.

This student reads with accuracy and speed, easily identifying irregular grammatical forms and new

words in the home language. The student can make inferences about a text, evaluate texts based on

information, and identify genres. This student voices opinions and preferences for certain writing styles

over others, and forms opinions about texts as they read, checking and deepening their understanding

as they progress through the text.

Home Language Literacy Skills

● Can identify and differentiate multiple meaning words

● Can define unfamiliar words in context using familiar words

● Can read and understand descriptions of abstract concepts and technical explanations

Home Language Literacy Needs

● Not yet able to read historical/classical forms of home language texts 

Home Language/English Language Writing

IDEAS Can express simple ideas strongly, but meaning can be obscured with more complex
ideas

ORGANIZATION Not yet able to logically connect all ideas throughout
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English Language Writing

VOCABULARY Able to use a variety of academic vocabulary with clarity

SENT FLUENCY Not yet able to use a variety of sentence types without some errors
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